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Outlook for WesternNewMexico
Special Statement 
An approaching weather system from Mexico will trigger a
more southerly flow this afternoon, with a southeasterly
component overnight. Increasing humidity tonight through
Sunday night.

Fire 
27,223 acres, 41% contained. Fire remains active primarily on
the west approaching Eagle Peak as well as the eastern edge.
Increasing humdities may help to slow down fire movement.

Smoke 
Winds turning southerly this afternoon will push smoke to the
north, with locations such as Grants, Quemado, Datil, Aragon
and even Gallup likely being impacted late this afternoon into
this evening. Continued overnight smoke in Reserve. Silver
City, Truth or Consequences and Socorro will not be impacted
by smoke from the Buzzard Fire, although smoke from fires in
northern Mexico may become noticeable.

Daily AQI Forecast for Jun 02, 2018

Yesterday Fri  Forecast Sat Sun
Station hourly 6/01 Comment for Today -- Sat, Jun 02 6/02 6/03

Albuquerque Minimal impacts from the Buzzard Fire.

Aragon Increased smoke impacts this afternoon through the overnight hours.

Reserve Still receiving smoke impacts overnight into mid-morning hours.

Silver City No impacts from Buzzard Fire, smoke from Mexican fires more noticeable.

Magdalena No impacts from Buzzard Fire, smoke from Mexican fires more noticeable.
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Air Quality Index (AQI) Actions to Protect Yourself
Good None
Moderate Unusually sensitive individuals should consider limiting prolonged or heavy exertion.
USG People within Sensitive Groups* should reduce prolonged or heavy outdoor exertion.
Unhealthy People within Sensitive Groups* should avoid all physical outdoor activity.
Very Unhealthy Everyone should avoid prolonged or heavy exertion.
Hazardous Everyone should avoid any outdoor activity.

Disclaimer: Forecasts may be wrong; use at own risk. Use caution as conditions can change quickly. See your health professional as needed. Smoke sensitive groups should take appropriate
precautions.
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